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1 MR. VILLORESI: Your Honor, I have
2

requested an opportunity to discuss the matter

3 with ycu for several moments before this hearing,

4 if that would be possible.

5 THE COURT: I recall that portion

of your letter. Hr. VUloresi. I aa not sure

7 I understand what any of that could have to

do with this motion.

9 HR. VILLORESI: I just represent to
10 the Court that It would v^ry possibly be material*
11 THE COURT: I'll hear you very briefly,
12 You want to neet with ne 1n chambers* 1s that
13 the request?
14 MR. VILLORESI: Yes, sir.
15 THE COURT: Incidentally. Nr. Meiser,
16 ara you participating in this matter?
17 WR. MEISERi We really feel 1t would
18 be improper for us to suggest anything to counsel
19 for the defendant,
20 Our only request 1s within the limit
21 of the Courtfs power not to permit extended

22 delay of this case with any ruling 1t renders.

23 THE COURT: You are not asking to

24 participate on tho taotion?

25 MR. MEISERi Ko» we are not.



THE COURT: Very briefly. Mr. Y1llores1t
2

1

I *in raeet with you In chambers*
3

(Short recess was taken.)
4

THE COURT: Hr. Yilloresi, first of
6

fill, en this potion, In the order to show cause
7

I Identified you as currently appearing 1n this
8

litigation for three defendants, Randolph, Den-
9

ville end Tarsippany-Troy Kills,

I gather from your answering papers

thxt y$u are only representing Randolph and
12

Pars1ppany~Troy Hills, 1s thct correct?

13 M U VILtORESI: Yes» sir.
14

THE COURT: One thing confused me

15 a little bit, the final paragraph of your affidavi

1 which I am having semg difficulty locating,

17 MR, VXLLCnESI: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: You make reference there
19

to Oenville, I beHove* That confused rce a
20 little.
21 MR. VULORESI: Apparently, 1t was

22 a typographical error by the secretary, knowing

23 that we were municipal attorneys for th»t town.

24 I overlooked 1t 1n reading It, He are still
25 municipal counsel for all three. In this



I anticipated that 1s going to be a relatively
2

short part of the case. Kaybe you will be right
3

and I will be wrong.
MR. miORESIr It was anticipated

5
at that time that part of the case will take

6
two or three months and the municipality part

7

of the case would take approximately two days
8

for each town.
9

THE COURT: That 1s when the proposed
10

bifurcation would be the first phase of the

case, would deal with region, regional need
12

and fair share. Wasn*t that the concept, that
13

would be the first phase of the case, and the
14

second phase would deal with the feature of

the zoning ordinances of the Individual municipal 1-

16 tias?

17 MR. VILLORESI; I don't believe feir

share was part of the first phase, I think
19

the Public Advocate, based upon the OCA study,
20

had used their allocated number from the beginning
21

for each town. That WAS a given*
22

What v,-5s going to be was the region
23

and reg1on.il need and each municipality was
24

going to fight en the basis of what their pcrticu-
25

lar zoning was, as to what their obligation



1 affidavit and fftesiorendufc of lfcfc, you Indicated

2 that $o«e uncerUinty is to what the conflict

3 was that I had ccncern about.

4 Frankly, that took mo back a little

5 4 bit, fceceuse we've discussed this natter

1t seams to me, for what, six months,

7 KR. YIILORESI: Tour Honor, there

e? bsen three discussions 1n ch&nbers concerning

9 U .

10 THE COURT: And quite & few on the

11 phone, some of them rethcr lengthy, if I recall

12 correctly.

13 HR. VriLORESI: Your Wonor, I don't

14 knot/ any of then ttere cioro ipocific than what

15 your order to show cause stated, which 1s, as

16 I Indicated 1n my cover letter, if this order

17 to show cause were being brought by anyone other

18 than the Court, there would be specificity as

19 to where the conflict

20 THE COuaT: The specificity, and this*

21 as you know, hits bftan amplified by our discussions

22 1s that there Is * conflict of interest 1n

23 sensing multiple defendants, particularly with

24 respect to allocation of fair thnres of

25 nssd for lowor-incomo housing.



1 MR. VILlORESIt That 1s what 1s set

2

forth, that sentence, yas.
3 Your Honor* I believe one of the --

4

when 1t was before the prior two Judges, was

at least the way this matter wat to be heard

5

10

11

12 met that fair share.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to be heard on a bifurcated authority. Initially,
•7

it was anticipated, at least at that time* that

two or three months would be Involved 1n deterain-
9

1ng the region question and then there would
be Individual trials for each municipality 1n

alphabetical ordar es to whether their zoning

I'm not suref because I don't think

It has been finally detarstinad, how the mattsr

1s to be tried here, but that Item that you

Just mentioned In your order to show cause relates

only to fair share, what we call 1n the early

letter the mini-trials for e&ch of the ssunicipali-

ties and doesn't really address whether thtre

1s * conflict 1n representing towns, as to what

the rooion of Raw Ozrsey 1s, which 1s really,

in terms of t1aa and testimony, and so forth,

the major thrust of the case. It «as anticipated

THE COURTi I hope not, Kr. V1llores1,



1 litigation Denville has separate counsel,

2 THE COURT: You are regular municipal

3 attorney for all three fiiunidpalfties, but at

4 this point you are litigation counsel for Randolph

5 and Parsippany-Troy Hills?

6 MB. VILLORESI: Correct,

7 THE COURT: Incidentally, that substitu-

tion of attorney on behalf of Oenville, do you

9 have a date when that was filed? It was like

10 November or so. Am I right 1n ay recollection*

11 It was in the fall?

12 Nft. VILLORESI:. Correct*

13 THE COURT: I seem to recall having

14 received a telephone call fron -- is it Mr.

15

16 KR. VILLORESI: John Harper.

17 THE COURT: Harper. Right about the

18 titie the expert reports were due?

19 MR, VILLORES!t That is approximately

20 right* It would have been September, I believe,

21 THE COURT: It had slipped my mint

22 at the time this order was entered,

23 In your affidavit you psake mention

24 of communications with other members of the

25 judicUry on this subject. Is there anything —



and I think I know the answer to this from our
2

Informal discussions — was anything ever reduced

to writing?

4 lift. VILLORESI: To sy knowledge, nothing

was ever reduced to writing. All counsel* my

recollection, is I believe 22 attorneys at the

tine, hfid some lengthy discussions with Judge

Hu1rf who was the original Judge handling this
9

natter when it was brought, 1t was the Judge

10 hearing 1t in "78, '79 and early *80, and that1*

11 the time that the question arose* because I
12

represented various municipalities and four
13

other attorneys represented at least two municipal

ties, and I guess It was around 17 lawyers who

15 represented one raunidpality Initially.
16 So we had a discussion on this topic

17 as to whether It would constitute a conflict*

18 and so on* but It was not n nation returnable

19

or any such

20 THE COURT: And I tske it also that

21 it all predated tho decision in Mount Laurel

22

23 MR. VILLORESI; Ves> sir.

24 THE COURT: Tn the transnittal letter

25 thst you sent to me, with your answering



would be.

THE COURT: Incidentally, when we
3

first discussed this matter Infonaally, I think
4

It was July, I had suggested that counsel give
5

consideration to presentation of this Issue
6

with the Advisory Conmittee of Professional
7

Ethics. I didn't know If they would entertain
8

1t, since It was a pending matter, but I suggested
9

that possibility,
10

I presune that hasn't been done, there

1s nothing fron the Advisory Committee?
MR. YILIORESI: I recall you Indicated

13

to the four or five of us 1n chambers at the
14

tfwe. I don't know if you suggested 1f anyone

15 do that,

THE COURT: I suggested that considera-

tion b§ given to 1t, ! didn't say to anyone
18 to do 1t.
19

I d that that would be one
20

thing that ought to be considered.
21 I take It, 1t hasn't been done, 1n

22 any event?

23 m. VIUORESI: You're correct.

24 THE COURT: I have carefully read

25 your affidavit and carefully retd your



. Do you have anything to add to
2 that?
3 MB. VILLORESI: Ho, sir. Only thing
4 I want to mention, sinca I didn't wantfon It
5 In the affidavit, the one municipallty» Randolph
6 Township, has adopted a resolution last fall,
7 whan this topic first ca*«3 up, when I was then
8 forwarded a letter from tha municipality manager,
9 advising me that I was not to voluntarily withdraw
10 . from this matter undar any elrcuastancss and

11 withdraw only if there was an order of the Court
12 so entered, and I want that in the record, so
13 your Honor doesn't think I am beating a dead

14 horse*

15 THE COURT: It helps to understand

16 your s i tuat ion .

17 All r ight . This waiter i s before

18 tho Court on an order to shov? cause Issued at

19 the Court's own I n i t i a t i v e , stated as follovts:

20 It appears that Alfred <K Vtlloresi i s &r>peirfng

21 a$ counsel for tho Township of FUndolph, Township

22 of Danville and Township of Parsipptny-Troy

23 H i l l s . I t appears that he was Inaccurate, while

24 he wes at OKQ tirae representing &11 thrse of

25 these defendsntfi, he is now representing only



1

Randolph and Parstppeny-Troy H11U.
2

The order goes on to say% find that
3

such representation may violate disciplinary
4

Rule 5-105B, 1n that these defendants may hare
5

conflicting Interests 1n the litigation, particu-
6

Urly 1n connection with the allocation of these
7

respective defendants of their fair shares of
regional need for lower Income housing.

9
It 1s on this llth day of January,

10
1984, offered that Alfred J, YHtoresi show

cause before the Court why he should not be
12

disqualified from continuing to provide rapresenta
13

t1on 1n the litigation to aforementioned defend-
14

ants.
Preliminarily, I would note that while

16
the Issue has not been raised 1n any of the

17
answering papers* I suppose 1t 1s self-evident

18
the Court does have an Independent responsibility

19
to maintain compliance with the disciplinary

20

rules, 2ven though no motion for disqualification
21

has bean made by any other party to the case.
22

That 1s true with respect to any l U
23

t1on. ! think It's especially true when the
litigation Involves significant public Interests

25

and the representation of public agencies.



1 I also would note, as discussed with
2

counsel, that concerns over municipal represent*-
3

tion have been discussed informally on at least
4 five different occasions, either in person or

by telephone, and the possibility of those concerns

being presented by way of inquiry to the Advisory
7 Committee on Professional Ethics has been raised,

but that no such inquiry has been made, and
9

I would *d4 that in any event, apart from any
10 inquiry that night have been to the Advisory
11 CoE&tttee, I do have an independent obligation*
12 as I've Indicated.before,
13 Since this case is approaching the
14 point of trial and/or serious settlement discussions*
15 I concluded that after this period of informal
16 review, that I did have an obligation to bring
17 the issue to a head, which 1$ what I have done
18 by the Issuance of order to show cause*
19 Now, the fact given rise to the order
20 to show cause Is* that the respondant represents
21 two different municipality defendants in the
22 litigation, that is Randolph and P&rs1ppany-
23 Troy Hills.

24 The applicable rule with respect to
25 such multiple representation is disciplinary



1 Rule 5-105E, which read's as fellows: A lawyer

2 shall not continue multiple employment 1f the

3 exercise of his Independent professional Judgaent

4 in behalf of a client will be ©r 1s likely to

5 be adversely affected by his representation

6 of another client, except to the extent permitted

7 under Disciplinary Rule S-IOSC.

8 S-IO5C refers at the en6 of the 01s-

9 cipHnary Rule S-1058, 1s Inapplicable to this

10 situation. Because both the respondent's clients

11 are public entitles* find 1t 1s well-established

12 that public entfties cannot consent to representa-

13 tion which would otherwise violate the disdplinar

14 cods. Therefore, the only question Is whether

15 defendant's Independent professional judgment

16 will be or 1s likely to be affected by his repre-

17 sentation cf two defendants 1n this lawsuit.

18 kn4 in addressing that question I

19 have been raindful of the guidance provided by

20 the Supreme Court of New Jersey 1n Its in Re«

21 opinion nurcber 415 of the Ksw Jersey Advisory

22 Committee on Professional Eth1cst an opinion

23 of the Court found 1n 61 Sew Jersey 318, in

24 a 1979 decision.

25 There the Court said, at page 323



to 324 as follows*
2

A lawyer who has been requested to
3

represent aultiple clients having potentially
4

different Interests, must weigh carefully the
5

possibility that his judgment may be Impaired
6

or his loyalty divided 1f he accepts or continues

the employment. To achieve the objecting towards
8

which ev^ry member of a profession should strive*
9

the attorney should resolve all doubts against
10

the propriety of the representation*
Viewed against the background of that

12

admonition, I have concluded that the Impairment
13

of Independent professional judgment within
14

the meaning of disciplinary Rule 5-1Q5B i$ not

only Hlcely* but Inevitable 1n a situation of

representation of multiple defendants 1n a Mount
17

Laurel case such as the present one,
18

And to understand why that 1s so*
19

I think e brief review of the Hount Laurel doctrin
20

as enounced 1n*Hount L&urel 1s necessary*
1 That case holds very briefly that

22 every faunidp&Uty located 1n a growth area
23

ss designated by the State Department of
24 Ccninunity Affairs In the State Development Guide
25 Plan Document Issued by that agency* must



1 make provision through its zoning ordinances

for U s fair share of present and prospective

3 nead for housing for low-Income persons*

4 A determination of the fair share

5 of regional housing need 1s a critical part

6 of any Mount Laurel case involving a municipality

7 located in a growth area.
Q

Both Randolph and Parsippany-Troy
9

Hills are located in growth areas* and, 1n fact»

10 there have been prior stipulations in this case

11 that those designations of those t«o communities

12 will not be subject to challenge or at least

13 there will be no claims that the sunicipalities

14 lie entirely outside any growth area. Hence,

15 it is now established within the parameters

16 of this litigation that they do have regional

17 fair share obligation.

18 How, the determination of fair shares

19 in Hount laurel litigation is a three-step process

20 It involves, f.irst of all, a determination of

21 the relevant housing region; second of all,

22 the regional need for low-income housing, both

23 present and prospective; and, thirdly, the fair

24 share of that regional need of each defendant

25 cunicipsl1ty» t/hather it also raquirss a determina



1
t1on of the fair share of each non-defendant

2
municipality In the region 1s an Issue as to

3
which there is soat dispute among counsel litigating

4
In this area, presently an unresolved natter.

5
How, neither Mount laurel nor any

6
of the predecessor decisions of the Supreme

7
Court of Hew Oers&y contain any specific standards

8
or formulas by which regions» regional need,

9
particularly fair shares* are to be determined

10

and the methodology to be used In making those

determinations remain a hot area of contention
12

1n Mount Laurel litigation,
13

It 1s possible for different defendant
14

municipalities In a Mount Laurel case such as

this to have conflicting strategic views in

the definition of region and regional need*
17

Indeod, I would note 1n this particular
18

case the expert retained by Randolph, who has
19

proposed that the relevant region consists of
20

Morris County, whereas the expert retained on

21 behalf of Pars1ppany~Troy Kills appears to say

22 that the relevant region 1s the Hcwark SMSA»
23

tfhich, I understand, 1s a four-county region

24

There *re differences between those

th&t encompasses Essex County.

25



24

two experts in their calculations of regional
2

need, Randolph's expert, as I read his report.
3

puts the regional need of Morris County at 56,400
4

units, which, 1f I recall correctly, is even
5

t larger number than that of the Public Advocate's
6

whereas Parsippany-Troy Hills1 expert puts the

relevant numbsr at 16,544 for the entire SMSA
8

region and only B.BSS for that part of the region
9

in Morris County*

So there are differences In determination

of region and regional need, and t could envision
12

counsel for one defendant wanting to vigorously
13

\ attack the methodology employed on these issues
14

by the planner en behalf of another municipality.

I specifically would not be at all surprised

to find that the Randolph calculations are subject
17

to attack by co-defendants in this case*
18

How, I suppose, that despite these
19

differences and potential conflicts over definitior
20

of regional on*J regional need. It could be argued -
21 I could not accept the argument -- but I suppose
22 there 1s some argument that there is no essential
23 conflict in the positions between defendants

on those issues, because they do have at least
25 a common interest in keeping regional need



number as low as
2

However, 1f that conclusion of a COBROI*
3

interest, with regard to region and regional
4

need could be reached* It is clear that there
5

1s a direct conflict in the final step of the
6

fair share calculation, and that is the allocation
7

of fair shares of the regional need anong the
8

municipalities in the region*
9

Many different Methodologies are being
10

proposed by differ^t experts as to this calcula-

tion and each methodology works out differently
12

for different defendant municipalities, soad
13

more and some less favorable.
14

Some methodologies being proposed

either emphasize or rely solely on vacant develop-

able land, others either emphasize or rely wholly

upon employment growth within a certain tires
18

sp&n. Others deal with the total smploynent
19

1n the municipalities, and yet there are other
20

factors that are relied upon by different experts.
21

; And each one of these Ket
22 work out differently* depending on whsther a
23

given municipality has had or will have great
24 increase 1n enployrannt or whether 1t has a large
25

or snail total employment, or whether 1t has



large or snail tctoi vacant developable lend,
2

and so forth, with the othor factors that various
3

experts are pointing to.
No*, while the expert report submitted

on behalf of Randolph and Parsfppany-Troy H111s»

both £esm to us* the same methodology, that

7
1s to rely sclcy upon vacant developable land

o

as the relevant criteria, that identity or S1B1-
9

larity of the fair share methodology being used

I by the planners retained by Parsippany-Troy

II Hills and Randolph do not avoid or solve any

12 conflict problem. Kether, the conflict exists
13

because different methodology will have different

14 impacts upon the different S!unic1p«lit1es and

15 th«y therefore may have different Interests

16 either In proposing or opposing various methcdolo-

17 gt«st vhether those are presented by their own

18 retained experts or by experts retained by the

19 Public Advocate or ether defendants.

20 In otfier words, one municipality may

21 coma out ^ery badly with respsct to a methodology

22 being proposed by the Public Advocate whsreby

23 a co-dsfandant and want to target and most

24 vigorously oppose that particular methodology,

25 whils the other nunicipality boing rcpressnted



by a respondent may do relatively well under
2

the Public Advocate's methodology or that presente
3

by the planner for another co-defendent andt

therefore, aot want to vigorously oppose that

methodology.
6

Now, the authority which e;ust -- which
7

1$ most closely cnalogous to the present situation
8

Is opinion number 54 of the Supreme Court's
9

Advisory Committee on Professional Ethics.

In that opinion ths Committee concluded

that two attorneys, both partners 1n the sarsa
12

law firm, could not represent different ciunid-

13

palities in a suft ^n which one of the aun1c1pal1«-

14 ties was challenging the assessment practices

15 of th« othsr municipalities, where 1f that suit

16 were successful the defendant municipality would

17 h«vo Its share of county taxes Increased «nd

18 that of the plaintiff municipality decreased.

19

The Advisory Committee reached a similar

20 conclusion In o'pinion nunber £36* The only

21 difference factually 1n that opinion was that

22 there the one pertner w«s the attorney for one

23 of the two municipalities Involved 1n this county

24 assessment challenge, whereas thft other partner

25 w*s the mcyor of one of the t\?o municipalities.



1 Now. these situations are analogous.

2 In the situation dealt with 1n opinions 54 and

3 236* there 1s a fixed county budget which needs
4 to be divided among the constituent Municipalities
5 and If the share of one municipality 1s Increased,

the share of the others will be decreased.
7 Similarly, 1n a tfount Laurel case,
O

once a total regional need for lower incogs
9 housing 1s determined, It must be allocated
10 among the municipalities 1n the region, and
11 to the extent that one municipality 1s able
12 to persuade the trier of fact that 1t should
13 adopt or follow a particular methodology, that
14 leads to a particular fair share for that muni-
15 dpality, the remaining regional need will,
16 of course* have to be apportioned among the
17 regaining municipalities 1n the region.
18 In both situations, that 1s both the
19 County tax dispute situation and the Mount Laurel

20 case, there 1s an essential Interconnection

21 j between the shares of different stun1dp&l1t1es»

22 whether 1t be the respective shares of the cost

23 of county government or the respective shares

24 of the regional need for total 1ow-1nco»e housing*

25 Therefore* 1n both situations there Is a conflict



1 for the saroe attorney to represent the two

2 different municipalities«

3 The respondent states that hfs

4 representation of municipality defendant was

5 either approved or acquiesced 1n by other Judges

6 in earlier points 1n this litigation,

7 There is no Court order or anything

8 else in writing to weraorialize such approval.

9 and I have been unable to Independently verify

10 the existence of such a ruling.

n In any event, even if there had been

12 an Informal acquiescence In multiple represent**

13 tions prior to the decision in Hount Laurel

14 II, that decision significantly altered the

15 defense of Hount Laurel cases*

16 In Qafcwood at Madison v« Township

17 of Madison, reported at 72 New 3^rs^y9 481t

18 a 1977 decision of the Supreme Court, the Court

19 held that fair share allocations need not be

20 precise or based upon a specific formula to

21 win Judicial approval and that a municipality

22 could defend a Mount Laurel case simply by showing

23 its bona fide efforts to remove exclusionary

24 barriers*

25 Under that opinion, in Oakwood at



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Madison* a defendant municipal1ty or several

defendant municipal 1 ties night have defended

a Mount Laurel action such as this suit simply

by seeking tc show that each municipality In-

dependently was making bona fide efforts to

elinin&te exclusionary zoning,

Sut the Court in Hount Laurel II over*

ruled that part of the Oskv*oed at Madison decision

It ss1d that bona fide good faith efforts are

not enough and that precise fair shares must

be determined.

Therefore* evsn if it could have been

S2id before Mount Laurel II that no conflict

arose from representation of multiple defendants.

that Is certainly no longer the case*

In opposing the order to show cause*

respondent also argues that there 1s no conflict

becsusa both of his clients have determined

to present a cô rr.on defense.

Actually* this assertion 1s not all

together accurate. As I said before, they have

retained different experts who have taken differ-

ent positions as to the calculation of the fair

share of regional low-Income needs.

In any eventt even if a common



defense were being pursued, the conflict would
2

not thereby be eliminated. A common defense
3

nay not be 1n the best Interest of one or both
4

of the defendants, and they are entitled to

Independent representations to daterdne whether
6

a common defense Is in their best Interest,

without having that decision Influenced by the
8

extraneous consideration of their having a common
9

lawyer, who may even subconsciously be pushed

In the direction of urging a common defense

1n order to avoid any conflict*
12

1 fsel similarly that Independent
13

representation 1s required 1n order to evaluate
14

any settlement proposal. A defendant municipality

15 needs advice on any settlement proposal which

16 Is not subject to the extraneous Influence of

counsel seeking to eliminate or 1n some way
18 address his oven position of conflict,
19 Settlements nay be highly desirable
20

1n many Mount Laurel II casos* However* It

21 1s Imperative that the local citizenry have

22 the complete confidence 1n the advice being

23 received by the municipality concerning possible

24 settlement.

25 If there vere any doubt abcut that.



certainly it is made clear by some of the con-
2

cerns now being expressed by citizens of Warren
3

Township over a proposed settlement over a Mount
4

Laur«l case against that fflunicipality*
That necessary confidence can only

6
be secured, in ray Judgment, if advice concerning

7
settlement is coining from counsel who represents

8
only one interest in the litigation,

9

flow, respondant also notes that no

municipality has filed a cross-claim attacking

another municipality's zoning* Howavar, that
12

is not a pre-condition to the existence of a

conflict.
14

Host comrasn situation of til, very

15 common one, is to have multiple defendants in

a criminal case and multiple representation

17 Is prohibited if there 1s even a possibility

18 of conflicting interest in the defense of a
19

criminal case, even though, of course, criminal
20

defendants do no*t have cross-claims among them-

21 selves. And the sarca is true for multiple

22 defendants in civil litigation, where there

23 is a conflict or may be a conflict, they should

24 not be represented by the same counsel, and

25 en adversary opinion so stating is in re. Opinion



1 126 of the Supreme Court Conmittae of Professional

2 Ethics.

3 The final question 1s what order should

4 be entered.

5 It 1$ clear that ft disqualifying ccnfUc

6 of Interest In the representation ftf two defendant

7 having besn found, that the respondent smst

8 withdraw from representing &ny party. The reason

9 for that rule Is stated in Clark v. Corelese,

10 98 Hew Jsrsty Super, 323, Appellate Division,

11 1967, page 327, 1s that otherwise the disqualified

12 attorney will be exhibiting partiality 1n favor

13 of one client et the expense of the other.

14 There 1s also the frequently stated

15 concern that confidential communications oey

16 be disclosed and used to the advantage of the

17 retained client ovor the other client,

18 In addition, to assure the orderly

19 proceeding of this litigation, 1t 1s Imperative

20 that new counsel be appointed promptly.

21 Therefore. I will enter an order d1s*

22 qualifying respondsnt from continuing to provida

23 representation to any party 1n this litigation

24 and that order will also d1r«ct that substitutions

25 of attorney as to both Randolph and Parsippany-



Troy Hills be filed no later than February 15

of 1984.
3

Anything further, Hr. YilloresiT
4

MR. VILLORESI: ! guess one of the
5

questions that ! aa going to be asked by these
6

clients, 1s assuming they have separate counsel,
7

one of them settled and was no longer 1n the
8

case, would it be your Honor1* ruling, there
9

would still be a conflict 1f there is one town
10

remaining, Insomuch as your Honor has been told

in chasbers on several occasions, the likelihood
12

of settlement in these areas 1s quite high?
13

THE COURT: I think Isade 1t clear,
14

that It would be my expectation that before

you even reach that point that there would be

separate counsel appointed, that there 1s a

need for separate counsel.
18

KR. VILIORESI: I understand that.
19

THE COURT: In tenas of providing
20

representation, even 1n connection with the
1 proposed settlement. So the answer to the questio

22 1s yes.

KR. YIUORESI: Haybe ! wasn#t articu-

24

ties appointed new counsel tomorrow end sose

late enough. Assuming that these two &unic1pal1-
25



time fn the next several weeks one of the© was
2

no longer 1n the case, their question to we
3

is going to be, you are our municipal attorney

for the last 15 years, could you be re-substituted

end handle the case for us.

THE COURT: No. Once the disqualifica-
7 j

! tion occursi that removes you from the case.
So the answer 1s you are out, regardless of

9

what rosy be l a t e r developments in the case*

1 0 MR. VXUORESI; Thank you.

11 THE COURT: Anything further?
1 2 MR. VILLORESI: No.

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



C E R T I F I C A x t

r» IKE CITTOHE. one of the Official

Court Reporter* in and for the State of Hew

Jersey, certify that the foregoing 1s a true

and accurate tr&nscript of my stenographic notes

to the best of my knowledge tint ability.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 || IKE CITtONE, C . S . R

13

14

15

Dated:

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25


